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UK RESIDENTIAL
MARKET UPDATE
POST-BUDGET MARKET UPDATE
The Chancellor focussed on buy-to-let landlords, non-doms and the
planning regime in his summer Budget. Meanwhile, residential price
growth continued to ease across the UK, as rental growth strengthened.
Gráinne Gilmore examines the latest data.

Key facts July 2015

UK housing and
economic overview

UK house prices fell by 0.2% in June,
taking annual growth to 3.3%, down
from 4.6% in May

House prices continued to ease in June
according to figures from Nationwide
Building Society, with average prices
slipping by 0.2% during the month. This
took annual growth to 3.3%, with 7.3%
growth in London. The picture on prices
is not entirely clear however. Halifax’s
monthly house price data showed a 1.7%
rise in prices in June.

Prices in prime central London rose
by 0.5% in June, as annual growth
eased to 2%
Prime country house prices are up
2.3% year-on-year
House price sentiment index,
bellwether for market, ticked up
in June

Additionally, the house price sentiment
index, produced by Knight Frank and
Markit Economics, a forward indicator for
house price movements, ticked up slightly
in June after falling in May.

move could also drive up rents if costs are
passed on, but competition in the market
will likely curb such increases.

House price sentiment rises
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GRÁINNE GILMORE

Head of UK Residential Research

“The government has
ramped up pressure on
local authorities around
planning, emphasising that
increasing the supply of
new homes is high on its
“to do” list.”
Follow Gráinne at @ggilmorekf
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

While the market is underpinned by record
low interest rates, there are still issues around
accessing mortgage finance and affordability
which are having an impact.
For owner-occupiers, the summer Budget did
not include major reforms to property taxes,
however buy-to-let landlords who pay higher
rate tax will see the mortgage interest relief
they can claim cut from 2017, falling to 20%
by 2020. The move came just days after the
Bank of England flagged concerns that rising
interest rates could pose a challenge to some
landlords in its Financial Stability Review.
The new rules could see landlords reviewing
the offers they make on new property as they
will have to factor in the new tax environment.
There has been some speculation that the

30
Additionally,
the chancellor announced
Prices
falling May-10 May-11 May-12 May-13 May-14 May-15
plans to increase the tax free allowance for
inheritance tax for couples who pass on
their home to their children. The increase
will be tapered from 2017 eventually rising
to £1m in 2020-21. An allowance will be put
in place to protect downsizers.

Prime London price growth eases
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Prime country market slows
Annual change in values in the prime country and
prime Scottish property market
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Prime markets
Price growth in the prime central London
market slowed to 2% in June although the
market remains localised, as shown in the
map below. Islington, the City and East and
100
Southbank saw price rises of 5%, 6.9%
and 3.9% respectively, compared to a 2.2%
annual fall in Notting Hill. In prime outer
80
London, prices are up 4% year-on-year.
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Corporate demand picks up
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Rents rose by an annual rate of 2.4% in
June across the UK. Rents in prime central
London have risen by 3.4% over the
last year, however this growth has been
overtaken by the increase of 4% seen in
the Home Counties, where a resurgence in
corporate demand has boosted rents.
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with notable price growth in Bath, Bristol
and Winchester.
This mirrors the position in the Scottish
market, with annual prime price growth
in Edinburgh of 3.4% higher than that
in the wider country market of 1.4%.
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This trend is also being seen in the prime
country market. While there was a release
in pent-up demand in the wake of the
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levels, mitigating the effect increased
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Global Head of Research

“Don’t assume the election
result means political risks
have disappeared for the
prime London market.”
Follow Liam at @LiamBaileyResi
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief
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“Corporate tenants made up
some 47% of all tenancies
commenced across the
Home Counties between
April and June, up from
29% during the comparable
period in 2014”

4%

of supply, was at its highest level this year in May. These extra costs have historically taken time
to be absorbed by the market and reflected
While this pattern follows a broad seasonal
trend, the absence of any marked reaction to the in pricing. It will be telling to see what impact
higher stamp duty rates have on overall tax
general election in the three final weeks of May
revenues when government figures are released
underlines the presence of an ‘expectation gap’
in September.
between buyers and sellers in prime central in
Anecdotally buyers appear to be weighing two
issues that have merited fewer headlines than
the ‘mansion tax’ but which are likely to gain in
prominence this year.
FIGURE 1
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“It will be telling to see what
impact higher stamp duty
rates have on tax revenues
when government figures are
released in September”
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Follow Tom at @TomBill_KF

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

The first is pricing. Despite the uncertain political
backdrop, prime central London prices grew
by an exceptional 42% in the five years to June
2015.

Annual growth in June slowed to 2% from 8.1%
The initial expectation from many market
a year ago, which reflects a more moderate
observers was that the arrival of single party
pricing environment and greater sensitivity to
majority government would stimulate activity. Early asking prices on the part of buyers.
evidence is not yet confirming this prognosis.
The second consideration is transaction costs
The number of new potential buyers registering
following an increase in stamp duty in December
with Knight Frank in May was at its lowest
for properties worth more than £1.1 million
monthly level in 2015, as figure 1 shows.
and there is anecdotal evidence that the higher
rates mean some buyers are currently more
Meanwhile, the number of inspections of
potential new properties for sale, a lead indicator circumspect about moving.

relation to pricing.

Nationality or prime Home
Counties tenants

3%

Follow Oliver at @oliverknightkf
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

Higher stamp duty rates for £1.1 millionplus properties has moderated activity

4%
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Prime residential sales markets
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The number of new prospective buyers
and sellers points to an ‘expectation
gap’ around pricing

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1

Corporate demand picks up
As a % of total tenancies commenced
(Q2 2014 v Q2 2015)
100

The number of potential tenants, both
corporate and private, registering with
Knight Frank lettings agents so far this year
rose by 7%, compared to the same period
last year. The number of applicant viewings
was 24% higher over the same time, an
indication that activity should continue to
be robust in the coming months.

After considerable speculation surrounding
the possible introduction of a ‘mansion tax’,
the threat disappeared overnight following the
Conservative Party victory in May’s general
election.

New prospective sellers
New prospective buyers
General
election

Prices grew 0.5% in June from a month earlier
and at the current average rate of increase,
annual growth will bottom out over the summer
before a shallow upwards trend emerges later in
the year.
FIGURE 2

Annual price growth is likely to bottom
out this year
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2014

Tenants relocating from the US are often
most active during the first half of the year,
with many looking to complete moves ahead
of the American and International school term
starting in August.

Buyers increasingly price sensitive
after 42% growth in the last five years

Jul-14

Corporate demand came from a range
of industries in the three months to June,
including the oil and gas, technology and
pharmaceutical sectors, as well as from
finance workers.

Mainstream residential sales markets
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And while corporate demand is not back
to the same levels seen before the
financial crisis, it has stepped up notably.
Between April and June, corporate
tenants made up some 47% of all
tenancies commenced across the
Home Counties, up from 29% during
the comparable period in 2014.

Annual growth is likely to hit a low this
summer but remain positive for the year

Apr-15

Some 47% of new tenancies
commenced between April and
June were to international tenants

JUNE 2015
Annual growth slowed to 2% in June from
8.1% a year earlier

Jan-15

In terms of key risks, while we have
downgraded the impact of political risk,
we remain mindful that the previous
Conservative-led administration was arguably
the most activist in recent history regarding
high-value property taxation. But interest rate
and global economic uncertainty in our view
remain the key risks for house prices.

Knight Frank Residential Market Forecast May 2015

Demand for prime rental properties in the
Home Counties continues to be widespread,
with some 47% of tenants coming from
outside of the UK between April and June, led
by individuals from North America (figure 2).

Oct-14

Quarterly rental growth for
1-bedroom properties was
0.4% compared to 1.5%
for 4-bedroom homes

The spring and summer months are often
the most active for the Home Counties
rental market with corporate demand
peaking as families relocating for work
look to move before the start of the
new school year.

Mar-15

On an annual basis rents
have risen by 4%

Additionally, there is anecdotal evidence to
suggest that corporations are also stepping
up their budgets which has translated into
more competition for larger properties.
This is certainly reflected in stronger rental
growth being recorded in larger properties
than smaller ones in Q2.

Feb-15

However, with the exception of moving the
prediction for our Prime Central London
Index from 0% to +1% in 2015 (there appears
sufficient momentum in central London to
deliver modest positive growth this year), we
have held firm on our view for other markets
for the moment. We will be reviewing our
figures again in June, following the Queen’s

Prime rents in the Home Counties
rose by 1.9% in the second quarter

Although our view on prime London prices
has turned positive, we are monitoring the
volume of new housing supply, especially
new-build, which has the potential to weigh
on price growth.

Prime rental values in the Home Counties
rose by 1.9% between April and June,
driven by the recovering UK economy
and an increase in rental demand from
corporate tenants. Annual rental growth
stands at 4%.

Dec-14

Interest rate rises and the risk of a
renewed global economic slowdown
remain the biggest risks to the UK
housing market

Results for Q2 2015

Sep-14

UK rents and prime central London
rents will rise 2.2% and 3.5%
respectively in 2015

Price sensitivity grows as concerns over the proposed mansion tax are
replaced by a more sober assessment of increased stamp duty costs,
says Tom Bill

Rental growth was positive in the second quarter. Oliver Knight
examines the latest figures

The risk from higher interest rates, and
therefore potential future affordability
pressures, global economic risks and the
uncertainty surrounding the outcome of the
promised UK referendum on EU membership
by 2017, collectively mean we don’t foresee
an immediate upswing in UK price growth
above our existing forecast.

Aug-14

While political risk for the prime
London market has fallen, affordability
constraints and rising stock volumes
will limit price growth in the near term

A majority win for the Conservative Party at
the General Election on 7 May, means fears
of weak government for the next five years
have, in the short-term at least, disappeared.
In light of this, and allied to improvements
in economic and consumer sentiment, we
have revisited our forecast for UK houseprice growth.

Speech, and with the benefit of a month’s
post-election market activity.

Nov-14

Cumulative growth in UK prices will
total a little over 18% in the five years
to the end of 2019

We last reviewed our UK house-price
forecast in February. At that point, despite a
slowing economy, we left our outlook for
modest future growth unchanged. Since then
forward-looking economic indicators, such
as our own House Price Sentiment Index,
have begun to tick upwards.

BUYERS DIGEST STAMP DUTY RISE
AND STRONG PRICE GROWTH IN
PRIME CENTRAL LONDON

CORPORATE DEMAND BOOSTS
HOME COUNTIES LETTINGS
MARKET IN Q2

The Conservative Party’s recent surprise election victory has led to a
spate of frothy house-price forecasts. The reality is likely to be more
sober, argues Liam Bailey

Headlines May 2015

PRIME CENTRAL
LONDON SALES INDEX

HOME COUNTIES
LETTINGS INDEX

HOUSING FORECAST OVERVIEW

Our immediate post-election
forecast review has left our existing
five-year forecast largely unchanged,
our risk monitor however has
undergone a substantial overhaul
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The Government has also ramped up
pressure on local authorities around granting
planning under its new planning reforms,
underlining that it places the supply of new
housing high on its “to do” list.
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Prime Central London
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